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The purpose of this paper is to extend an interpolation theorem for

sublinear operators on Lp spaces, obtained by Calderon and Zyg-

mund, to similar operators acting on 77p spaces, p>0 [l]. We begin

by making a few definitions.

Let T be a mapping defined on a class of functions that are analytic

in the interior of the unit circle \w\ <1, taking values that are

measurable functions on some measure space (M, n). We say that T

is sublinear if

(i) TF is uniquely defined if F=Fi+F2 and TFt and TF2 are de-

fined;

(ii) For any constant k, T(kF) is defined if TF is defined;

(iii) | TO + F,)| :g | TTil+177^1, | T(kF)\ = \k\ ■ \ T(F)\ almost
everywhere.

We shall also say that T is of type (a, b),a,b>0, if the domain of T

includes 77„ and there exists a constant M, independent of F in 77OI

such that ||rF||!lgi7||7'||a (the norm on the left is the Lb norm and

the norm on the right is the 77„ norm).

For the results in the theory of 77p spaces we shall use, we refer the

reader to [2].

Theorem. Let T be a sublinear operator of types (l/«i, 1/Pi) and

(l/a2, 1/Pi) with constants Mi and M2 respectively, where l/ai>0,

1/Pitl (i = l, 2). Let a= (1 -t0)ai+toa2 and P = (1 -t0)Pi+toPi, where

O^/o^l. Then there exists an absolute constant, K, such that

for all F in Hi/a and, thus, T is of type (1/a, 1/P).

We remark that the above theorem in the special case where T is

linear is known [3].

Let us assume that ai^a^a2. Let n be an integer such that n/au

n/a2>l. In the proof we shall suppose that w = 2, the proof being

easily extensible to the general case.

Let/= E* CkekXk, where ck>0, |e*| =1 and the x*'s are a finite

number of characteristic functions of mutually disjoint measurable

subsets, Ek, of [0, 27r]. Let
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/. 2» git _|_   w——f(t)dt.
o    e" — w

It is well known that F is in Hp for all p>0 and, thus, F2 is in HP for

all p>0. Hence, T(F2) is well defined. We are going to make use of

the fact that

(2) ||nF2)||,/„ = sup j J*   I T(F2) | gd^g simple, g^ 0,\\g\\w-t = *} •

We make the further assumption that ||/||2/a = l.

Set g= 22f ciXi where c{ >0 and x! is the characteristic function

of the measurable set E{ of M, and suppose that ||g||i/i_/s = 1. We shall

now estimate

(3) f   \T(F2)\gdp.

This estimate will then give us a bound for ||r(F2)[|i/0.

Let z = x+iy be any complex number and define

/■2r eu + w  .        ,
-■ |/(0|a(*)/aeiar«/(')rf<

o     elt — w

where a(z) = (1 — z)ai+za2 and /3(z) = (1 — z)Pi +z@2. We now consider

(4) *(.) =   f    | T(Fl) I r{XV1-> dy..
J M

Clearly, when z = to, $(z) reduces to (3).

Our plan is to show that log <£(z) is a continuous subharmonic

function that is bounded in every vertical strip in the plane. An

application of the three line theorem for such functions will then give

us

(5) log $(/o + iy) ^ (1 — U) logmax $(iy) + Mog max $(1 + iy).
v V

But, making use of Holder's inequality and M. Riesz's inequality

[2], which implies that if h is in Lp(0, 2t), p> 1, and

/> 2ir  git _|_   w
-h(t)dt

0    e%t — w

then there exists a constant, Ap, independent of h, such that \\H\\P

^Ap-\\h\\p, we have, on the line x = 0
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Hiy) ̂  ll^llwrlk1-"'0571"^!/:-^ ^ MiWFlWi^-l = Mi\\Fiy\\\/ai
2      iii \ct(iy)f<x   \\t 2

g M1-At/ai\\ | f(t) \ \\i/ai = MiA2/ai

since \\f\\2/a = l and ||g||,„H. = l and {| |/|«<«/«| }2^ = {|/|- }2^

= |/|2'" and, similarly, {| (gy-M)n-e\ ] i/iHh= |g| i/i-/».

Likewise, on the line x = 1 we have $(1 -My) ^ ilfvl2;/^.

Thus, letting y = 0 in (5), since g was an arbitrary simple function

satisfying ||g||i/i_/3 = l, we obtain, upon comparing with (2)

(6) ||W)|UjS KM^M?

where X= {4&°U&J».
The last inequality is the conclusion of the theorem for the special

case of functions in 77i/a that are squares of functions of the type (1)

with ||/||2/a = l. We will show later on, however, that we can deduce

the theorem from (6).

The fact that log <£(s) is bounded in every vertical strip in the

plane is immediate. For expanding (4) and using (iii) we obtain

*(«) ^ E c'r{x)l1-' f, E (cncm)alx)la\ 7(A„.Am) | d„,
I "Ei   n,m

where

/. s* eit+ w
-X.(t)dt.

„     exi — w

We now proceed to show that log <J?(z) is continuous. We have

*« = e f /Crixm->\ nFi) i d,=e f, i TCr{'vi-\Fi) i d».
I    J Ei I    J Ei

We shall investigate each of these summands. Let

'l-/SU)/l-/>     2
Wl.t = Yi =  Ci (/*,)

and ¥,(«) =¥(*) «/j,'| r^.| dM-
It follows immediately from (i), (ii), and (iii) that if TFi and TFt

are defined so is T(Fi — F2) and we have

(7) | | TFi |   -  | TF21 |   :g  | r(F, - Ft) |.

It clearly suffices to show that ^r(z) is continuous. Using (7) and

Holder's inequality, we obtain
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I *(«) - *(z + Az) |   = I f, | T+^, \dp-  f, | TV. | <fo

g f,\ %w,-W|*

^||r(*-M.-Wlkfc-{*»(£/) J1'1-*

^ Mi-lit^, - f.\\i/ttl-UeO}1'1-01.

Thus, if we can show that ||#h-aj—&||i/ai—»0 as Az—>0 we have the

desired continuity. We proceed to do this:

I I I    ,     'l-,J«H-A.)/l-0(     2 ,     'l-^(.)/HJ,     2,

I \k+A« — if-. |   =  ! {Ci ]F2+Aj - {ct )FZ |  g A + B,

where

,    ,    'l-/3(s+A*)/l-/5(       2 2    ,

and

-B =   | (c, - e» )F, I .

If 1/ai^l we thus have

(8) \\*^-Uv«*\\4fcH^
(If l/ai>l we do not take the l/«i powers of the norms and use

Minkowski's inequality instead of (8) and the remaining part of the

proof is essentially the same.)

We have, using Schwarz's inequality:

IM||l/ai  =    \Cl |-||F,+A, -F,||I/ai

=    \cl | •||Fk.A*— F«||2/ai-||F»fA, + F^Hs/a,.

Using M. Riesz's inequality we have that the last terms are domi-

nated by

^ii^^'^i-iii/wr^^-i/wr'"!!^
■w\f(t)r+A'ya+\f(t)r%/ai.

But |/(0|a(*+A*)/<,-|/(0|a(*)/a is 0 outside UP* and tends to 0 uni-

formly in t there as Az—»0. Therefore,

II I/O r^'""- |y(d|-w.„tf-|_>0iiAf_>a
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On the other hand, both |^-«»+«/>-fl| and \\\f(t) °e+^i*+

+ |/(<) | «(«)/«||2/aj are bounded for Az small. This shows that |v4||i/£r,->0

as Az—>0. We also have

||-B||i/«i =  \ci ~ ct I •|l/?'llvai-^0

as Az—>0.

Hence, we have shown that ||^,+a,—^,||i/a,—>0 as Az—»0 and, thus,

^(z) is continuous.

We shall now show that log 3>(z) is subharmonic. It is sufficient

to show that if h(z) is any harmonic function then (£,(z)e''(^, is sub-

harmonic. To achieve this end it is sufficient to show that ^fi(z)ekM

= 14v(z)e*(l) is subharmonic, for then

$(z)eM«) = •£ *,(z)ehM
i

being a sum of subharmonic functions is subharmonic. Thus we fix

h(z), an arbitrary harmonic function, and denote by 77(z) an analytic

function whose real part is h(z). Since the problem is local, we may

consider h and H in a given circle. We write

$* = \MH(d and ¥*(z) = *(z)e»<*> =  f, | Tf*\ dp..
J Ei

Fix z and let p>0, and denote by Zi, z2, • • • , zP a collection of points

equally spaced over the circumference of the circle with center z and

radius p. We have

* *     *
(9) *,(») = lim 1/q 2Z Mw)

t-+" i-l

since </£(w) is analytic for each w in the unit circle. This is easily

seen since

lA,(w) = Cj < 2-j c*        «iA«;(w)>

is clearly analytic for each w. It will be necessary for our purpose

to analyze further the convergence in (9). More precisely, we will

show

(10) \\£(w) - l/?i>J(«0||,/ai-»O as ?-> co.
y=i

Suppose that 1/ai^l (if l/«i>l we do not take the l/«i powers

and, as before, use Minkowski's inequality, the rest of the proof being

the same). We have
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* *      * 1/a»

4<z(w) - l/q Y, &,(«0
y-l l/ai

H(«)   ;l-0(»)/lH>„2 .   .    A    H<'0  fH(ij)/l-»„l     1/ai
=    e      cj Ft— 1/qZ^e       ct Ftj

j-i i/«i

H(«)   'l-fiM/l-fi   ^-> .«(»)/a
=    e      Ci 2L (CnCm) €„«mA„(w)Am(w)

n,m

V>     *(.y>   'H»<.y)/1-U   ^ .«<«,)/« 1/a'

— I/? 2- e       ci 2^ (cnCm) e„emA„(w)Am(w)
y™l i,m 1/aj

- x-> (I  H(z) '1-000/1-0.       >«(*)/«
= 2_* *j   e      ^i (c„cm) e„em

n,m   V I

-^    !(.,)  'MU/J/M .«(»>>/« 11.    .    ..     ,    .11        \  Ua>
— l/q 2^ e        Cl (C„Cm) fntm  ■\\An(w)Am(w)\\i/al>

y-i '

But each of the terms

jBl^/HW/Hfcc.).!.)/. -  l/q £ eH(»/)c/l-#(«i)/l-i»(CnCm)«(.<)/«

»'=1

converge to 0 as q—*«>. This proves (10).

We thus have

f   I T U - l/q £ fl) Idp^h L* - l/q £ <.)|| Wl {p(Ei)} m-ft
J Bt I        \ 1 / I II        \ 1 /II

g Mi   ^* -1/? £ ** II 1/ai • {M(£/)} wi-s, -»0 as 9^00.
II 1        II

A fortiori, we have

,  Mr^l   - \t( l/q £ ^ ) \\dp -» 0, as 9 -> 00.
*i I I     \ 1        / II

Thus, since

f. I 7¥t| <fo ^ eq + l/q £ f, I Tf*\dv
J Ei 1    J Ei

we obtain

**(*) g lim l/q £ **(«,) = l/2x f    **(z + p«»)#.
«-»«• 1 •/ 0
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We have thus proved that log 4>(z) is subharmonic. Thus our next task

is to show that (6) implies the theorem.

Suppose that F is defined as in equation (1) where / is a simple

function, but we no longer assume that ||/||2/a = l. We then have

||/||2/^||F||2/a. Thus

HnfVlHl!/«)||i//. = l/IMI'/.-llrrti/* ̂ l/H/uU-1| ^(f2)!!^
= ||r(//||/||2/a)||i/^ KM^Mi'

since 7"/||/||2/a is a function of type (1) for which this inequality was

proved. But

II*. -M v-
We thus have, using the last part of (iii)

(11) WnF^U^KM^M^Wua

for any function of type (1) where/ is simple.

Now let G be a function in 77i/a that is the square of a function

F in 772/a. Let / be a function in 72/a(0, 2ir) such that F(w)

= l/2irf02r((eit+w/eit-w))f(t)dt (i.e. / is the real part of F(eu)). Let

{/„} be a sequence of simple functions such that ||/n—/II2/B—>0 as

w->oo and set Fn(w) = l/2irf02ir((eu+w)/(eit-w))fn(t)dt. Then F2-F2n

is in Hi/aEHi/a, (since 1/aS: l/a2). Thus, in particular, F2 is a sum of

a function Fn in 77i/ai and a function F2 — F„ in 77j/aj, showing, by (i),

that T(F2) is defined. We also have

(12) I I TF*\  -  I 2y*| I   ^  \T(Fi-Fin)\.

But      \\T(F2-Fn)\\i/^M2\\F2-Ft\\i/aaM2\\F-Fn t,ai-\\F+FJi\t,at

g M2Al/a2\\f-fn\\vai-\\f+fn\\vaaCM2A22/a1\\f-fn\\2/a ■   f+fn\\Va   where
C does not depend on the functions/ and/„ but is such that [|g||2/ai

^C1/2||g||2/a for any g in 72/a(0, 2ir) (C exists because the measure

space is finite). The last factor is bounded since ||/»— /||2/<<—K) and,

by this very last fact, the entire right-hand side of the inequality goes

to 0 as n—»°o. Thus there exists a subsequence T(F2 — F2k)\ —>0 al-

most everywhere and, consequently, | T(F2k)\ —>| T(F2) | almost

everywhere, by (12). By Fatou's lemma, therefore, we have

f I 7(F) l'% ^ Hm inf   f | 7(/4) \Wdu

= {^ia-'o,M;°iiF2iii/a}w.
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We have shown

(13) ||rr/)IU* JCJff^jrfll^v.

for any function F in H2/a.

But any function G in Hi/a is a sum of two functions, Gi and G2,

with no zeros, both in Hi/a, such that ||Gi||i/B = ||G||i/a and ||G2||i/a

^ 2||G||i/a. This is easily seen by the Blaschke product decomposition,

G = BGi where B is the Blaschke product which satisfies |P(z)| <1

if |z| <1, and Gi has no zeros. Thus, G=(B — l)Gi + Gi is the desired

decomposition with G2=(B — l)Gi. The norm inequalities follow from

the fact that ||Gi||i/b = ||G||i/b and \B —1\ ^2 in the unit circle. Since

Gi and G2 have no zeros they can be written as the squares of their

square roots, and, clearly, these square roots are in H2/a. Thus,

using (iii)

II tg\\ w = || r(Gi + G,)IU^|||rc,| + |rc2||U^||rci|U + l|rc2||w

g KMlra)M['{\\G\\ila+ 2\\G\\Va} = 3KM(i-WM':\\G\\i/a.

This proves the theorem.
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